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ferential rotation 6xi + 6yj + 8,k with respect to T. The relation-
ship between the two forms is given by

T+dT= T* (I+ AT) (1)
where

Abstract- The Jacobian representing the differential change in position
and orientation of the manipulator end-effector in terms of differential
changes in joint coordinates will be presented together with the inverse
Jacobian.

INTRODUCTION

A general method for obtaining the kinematic equations for
any manipulator has been developed and demonstrated for the
PUMA manipulator [2]. The kinematic equations have the homo-
geneous transformation representing the position and orientation
of the end-effector as the dependent variable and the joint
coordinates as the independent variables. In the case of simple
manipulators, such as the PUMA arm, it is possible to solve these
equations to obtain the joint coordinates given the position and
orientation of the end-effector [2].

In this correspondence we develop a general method for ob-
taining the Jacobian with differential change in position and
orientation as dependent variables and differential change in
joint coordinates as independent variables. A method of obtain-
ing the Jacobian was developed by Uicker in terms of the
differential change of transform elements [4]. Groome [1] devel-
oped the Jacobian in terms of a differential translation and
rotation, based on vector methods. Whitney and Klumpp [3]
adapted this method to the standard form of assigning manipula-
tion coordinates. Their results were obtained in a coordinate
frame located at the manipulator's end-effector but aligned with
the base coordinate frame. A further matrix multiplication was
required to obtain the manipulator Jacobian. In this correspon-
dence we combine the matrix methods of Uicker with the vector
representation of Groome to provide a straightforward algorithm
to obtain the Jacobian directly from the kinematic equations. The
method leads almost directly to equations resulting in the mini-
mum number of arithmetic operations.

If the manipulator has a solution obtained by the methods
developed in [2], then the Inverse Jacobian can be obtained
directly by differentiating the solution. This task is enormously
simplified by performing this differentiation in terms of the
change in the transformation elements and in terms of the
differential change of each joint coordinate as it is obtained. This
results in very simple expressions for the differential change. The
equations representing the kinematic equations and their solution
for the PUMA arm are included in Appendix I for reference. It is
assumed that the reader is aware of their derivation and signifi-
cance, if not, it is suggested that [2] be reviewed.

THE JACOBIAN
The differential change dT, of any transformation T can be

expressed in terms of the differential change of its elements or in
terms of a differential translation dxi + dyj + dzk and a dif-
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Thus
dT= T*AT- (4)

In the case of a manipulator, T6 describes the end of the manipu-
lator. We will evaluate AT6 as a function of changes of joint
coordinates, and if dT6 is desired then we simply premultiply AT6
by T6 to obtain dT6. If in the case of a manipulator we were to
make a change with respect to a link coordinate frame n - 1 of
Anwe could find an equivalent change in T6, AT6 expressed as

T6* AT6= A * A2 * . *An_ 1*n* An** . . *A6 (5)
or on simplifying

AT6= (An* .* * A6) '*An*(An* ****A6 ) (6)

If link n follows a revolute joint then a change of joint
coordinate dOn corresponds to a rotation about the z axis of the
link n - I coordinate frame or

0 -dO 0 0

Av - dO O O O
revolute O 0 0 0 .

_ O 0 0

If the link follows a prismatic joint then the change of joint
coordinate ddn, corresponds to a translation along the z axis of
the linkn coordinate frame:

A\ - O O O O
prismatic- 000 dd

0 0 0

(8)

If we define U(, as U, = (An * An+ I * ... * A6) with elements

ox ax PX
oy ay py
oz az pz
0 0 1]-

(9)

Then
A T6 Un *A revolute * Un

and
A T6

0-no
nxoy -nyx
nxay-nyax

0

(10)

oxny-oynx axny-aynx pxny-pynx
O axoyaoyox PxOy-PyOx dOn.

oxay -oa 0 pxay-Pyax
0 0 0 1

(11)

(7)
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Treating n, o, and a as vectors we can rewrite this in terms of the
vector cross product:

(n

O (o X n) (a X n)z (p X n)1
X o), (a X 0)2 (pX °o)Z dOe.
X a), (o X 0),O (p X a),
O 0 0

(12)

differential translation and rotation we may write:

T d6 x

T6dy
T6d,
T6ax
T6ay
T68

dq1

dq2
= J] dq3

dq4

dq5
dq6

The cross products of orthogonal unit vectors are equal to other
unit vectors:

O

AT = az
T6

- OZ

--a-2a OZ (p'Xn)1

0 -nz (p x o)z dO,.
nz 0 (p X a)zI

0 0 0

(13)

In the case of a prismatic joint

AT6 .U,[ *A prismatic *.n

and

(14)

(15)

O O O nz

T6 = - -
a

n

L_0 0 0 °_J

where dqi- dOi if the joint is revolute and dqi- ddi if the joint is
prismatic. Therefore the matrix J, the Jacobian, consists of six
columns of the form:

revolute prismatic
(p X n), nz
(pX o)z oZ

(p X a)z az
nz
Z

0
0

az 0

where n, o, a, and p are the columns of U where

Un (An*Ait *I *- *A6 ) (17)

If we write A T6 in the form of a colunmn vector representing a

For example, using the values of U1, (62)-(79) developed for the
PUMA arm in [2], we may evaluate the expressions given for the
columns of the Jacobian and obtain the Jacobian matrix for this
arm:

(d4S23 + a3C23 + a2C2 )(S4C5C6 + C4S6) -- d3 C23(C4C5C6 - S4S6 ) - S23S5C6 ]
(d4S23+ a3C23+ a2C2)(-S4C5S6+ C4C6)- 3d4- C23(C4C5S6+ S4C6) + S23S5S6]

(d4S23 + a3C23 + a2C-2 )(S4S5) - d3(C23C4S5 + S23C5)
[S23(C4C5C6 - S4S6) + C23s5C6]
S23(C4C5S6 + S4C6 ) + C23s5S6

S23C4 s5- C23C5

(d4S3 + a3C3 4 a2)(S5C6) - (--d4C3 + a3S3 )(C14C5C6- S4S6)
-(d4S3 + a3C3 + a2)(S5S6) + (-d4C3 + a3S3)(C4C5S6 + S4C6)

-- (d4S3 + a3C3 + a2)C5 -(-d4C3 - a3S3 )(C4S5)
S4C5C6 + C4S6

-S4C5S6 + C4C6
S4 S5

a3(S5C6) + d4(C4C5C6- S4S6)
-a3(S5S6 ) - d4(C4C5S6 + S4C6 )

-a3C5+ d4(C4S5)
S4C5C6 + C4S6

-S4C5S6+ C4C6
S4 S5

o 0
o 0
o 0

- S5C6 S6

S5s6 C6
C5 0

0

0
0
0
0

*

dO1
dO2

dO3
d64
dO5
dO6

(16)

dT6,
dT6 y
dT6z
8T6,
aT6y
8 T6Z.

(18)
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Assuming that the solution has been evaluated, the computation
of the Jacobian requires 51 multiplies and 24 additions. Each
solution of (16) requires 36 multiplies and 30 additions. The
earlier method of Wlhitney and Klumpp [3] involves an additional
108 multiplies and 72 additions to compute the Jacobian.

DIFFERENTIAL CHANGE IN POSITION
In manipulation we frequently need a solution to (16), that is,

-given a desired differential change in position and orientation dx,
d+7 dz, x, y and tz what is the required differential change in
the joint coordinates dqi:

dql
dq2
dq3
dq4
dq5
dq6 -

*

dx
dy
d2

a~x
y

Z

It is sometimes possible to invert the Jacobian synmbolically but
this is difficult as the expression of the elements of the Jacobian
(18) are quite complicated. A numeric solution to (16) can be
obtained, but this is typically far too slow and complicated by the
Jacobian becoming singular whenever the manipuLlator becomes
degenerate. An even worse approach is to invert the Jacobian
numerically as this requires six solutions to (16). The approach
we will follow is to differentiate the solution obtained for the
joint coordinates given a value of T6 [2]. This method gives us
expressions for differential changes in the same order as we
obtained the joint coordinates. Manipulator degeneracies are
easily identified. The expressions for each differential change in
joint coordinates are a function of change in T6, and also of the
differential joint angle changes already obtained. This frequently
results in simpler expressions for the differential changes and if,
due to joint constraints, a change is not possible, then the change
may be set to zero, resulting in a correct solution for the follow-
ing joints. We will assume that a solution has been obtained and
that the sines and cosines of the joint angles are available.
The equationis relating to the solution for the PUMA arm are

incltuded in Appendix I, and we will illustrate the method by
obtaining the inverse Jacobian for this arm. Equation (80) speci-
fies 0,, for the PUMA arm which we may differentiate to obtain
an expression for dOl:

dO C dp. --- SI dPA
Cl PA+ S1py (20)

If the denominator is zero the manipulator is degenerate and d1o,
may be assigned arbitrarily. We check, as we ol)tain each dif-
ferential change, in case 0 + dO exceeds the joint motion limit. If
this happens we set dO to

dO = linsit - 0 (21)

then 0 + dO equals the joiit motion limit. As we obtain each
differential change dOi, we also evaluate d(sin 0,) and d(cos Oj) as

dS= C dOi (22)
dC=-SiSdOi.

We have 03 specified by (81) through (83), and we define
v = 2a2d4S3 +- 2a2a3C3,

differentiating, we obtain

dO _ d*,)
3 2a2(d4C3- a3S3)

where

dt1 2f,,(p) dJfl(p) + 2fl2(P)df12(P)

(23)

and df1 ,(p) and dl 12(P) rmay be obtained by differentiating (82)
and (83).
We now solve for dO23 using (84)- (86), and define

-VI - W2f i(p) - wlpz

V2 wlfll(p) + W2Pz.
Therefore

S23V2 + C23v I-0
Differentiating, we obtain

-S23dv2- C23dvI
C23V2 -

(27)
(28)

(29)

(30)

where dv 1, dv2, dw1, and dw2 may be explicitly obtained by direct
(19) differentiation.

Thus

do2= d23 -- dO3.

In general, if

N sin 0
tan 0 =

si
Ncos 0

where N is any variable then

dO
Ncos Od(Nsin0) - Nsii Od(Ncos0)

(Nsin0)2 + (Ncos6)2

(31)

(32)

(33)

From (87) and (88), we obtain expressions for N'S4 and NC4 and
their derivatives

NS4=-Sla, + Clay
d(NS4)- dS1a, --- SIdax+ dCIay±+ Cday

NC4 GC23 D41 -- S23 az
where

D41 = Cax + Siay

dD41 - dCia, + Cida, + dS1ay 4- SIday
so,

d(NC4) dC23D41 + C23 dD41 - dS23az S23daz
and dO, is then obtained from (33) as

NC4d(NS4) -NS4d(NC4)
d s4 - 2

(NS4 -t (NC4)2

(34)
(35)
(36)

(37)
(38)

(39)

(40)

Once again a zero denoninator indicates a manipulator degener-
acy and dO4 may then be assigned arbitrarily.

In the case of 0O we have expressions for both sine and coilsine
and the expression for the derivative becomes

dO - CO d(SO) -SOd(CO). (41)
When we have expressions for both the sine and cosine the
mnanipulator cannot become degenerate. We have from (89) and
(90):

,5= C4NC4+ S4NS4 (42)
dS5- dC4NC4+ C4d(NC4) + dS4NS4+ S4d(NS4) (43)

(24)

(25)

C5 = S23 D41 + C23 az
dC5 - dS23 D41 + S23 dD41 + dC23 a, + C23 da,.

dO5 is then obtained from (33) as

d05- C5dS5- S5dC5.

(44)
(45)

(46)

In this case we do not need to evaluate dS5 and dC5 as they are
(26) given above.
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Finally, for 06 we have from (91) and (92):
S6 C5N61 S5N612

C6 St4N61 I + C4N61 12
where

N6111 COA + Sloy
dN6,11 = dCocx + C1do, + dS1oy + Sldoy
6( 1 2 --- SI ox + C, oy

dN611 -dSlo -S do,t±+ dCoy + C,do
N611 C23N61 11 -- S230

dNR d-dC23 N61 1I1+ C23 dN61 11- dS23 -- S23 doz
N612 -S23AV61 1I1 - C23Oz

dNV612 -dS23N6111 - S23 dN61 11 - dC- 3oz -- C23 do,
N6 C-4N61 1 + S4N6112
dN6 -dC4N611 4- C4dN611 + dS4N6112 + S4dN6112

then

dS6- dA'5N61 CqdN61-- dS5N612 S5dN6]2
dC6 -dS54N611 S4dN61 I + dC4N6112 + 4dN6112

and dO6 is obtained fronm (40) as

d06= C6dS6- S6dC6.
The differential solution d0/d16 represents 91 multiplies

55 additions and no transcendental function calls, assuming
the solution has been evaluated.

SUTMMARY
The Jacobian can be developed in a straightforward mo

fromn kinematic equatiorns. These equations and the J'acobiai
be obtained for any manipulator. Further if the solution t(
kinematic equations has been obtained, the differential chan
joint coordinates for a differential change in position and ori
tion can also be determnined.

APPEN'DIX
'Irie kinemiatics of any manipulator are defined by t.

mna.trices [2]. From the matrices we develop the U matrices fc
PUMA arm as follows:

-5 , 6

-0

-C5S6
-.-S5S6

C6
0 a

C4C( ,- S4S6 C4C5S6-
S4C)C6 -+-C4 $6 S4C5S6+

'S5C6 S5S6
L 0 0

C3 (4C5 C6 -4S6) SS5 C6
lj3_ S3(C4C5 C'6 S4St,) + C3S5C6

S4C5C6 + C4S6
0

C23 (C4C C6 54 S6) S23 S5C6
2-S23 (Cw4C5S 56S4S6 C23S5C6

S4C;C6 + C4S6
0

55 0

0

- S4C-6 C4S5 0
C4C6 S4S °0

C5 d4
0 1i

- C3(C4C5S6 + S4(
-S3(C4C5S6 + *54C

- 4C'5S6 +
0

nx oX a _- Px

ny oy a-y (67)

where

nx- ClrC23(C4CC6- S4S6)- S23S5C61-S[S4CC6+ C4S6]'
(68)

n v, [C23(C4C5C6- S4S6) -S23S5C6] +

'SzS23(C4C5C6 -S4S6) -C23S5C6
(55) 0C = C [-C23(C4C5S6±+ S4C6) + S23S5S6]
(56) -SI -S4C5S6+ C4C6]
(57) V SIC[23(C4CG5S6+ S4C6) + S23S5S6]
(58) +C,[-S4C5S6 + C4C6]

(59) -Oz-S23(C4C5S6 + S4C6) + C23S5S6

(60) aX - C1(C23C4S5 + S23C5) - SIS4S5
-ay SI(C23C4S5 + S23C5) + CIS4SS

(61) a -S23C4 S5 + C23C5
s anid PX C'(d4S23 + a3C23 + a2C2) -Sd
that ppy-S1(d4S23 + a3C23 + a2C2) + C1d3

pZ _-(-d4Cw23 + a3S23 + a2SJ)

C1[S4C5C6 + C4S6j
(69)
(70)

(71)

(72)

(73)
(74)
(75)

(76)

(77)
(78)

(79)

The solution of the equations represented by T6 is presented in
[2], the key equations in the solution are

a2= 2a2d4S3 + 2a2a3C3

1w1I Ld- -SlPX + Cip), d3

f 2( p) + j'2(p)-d 2-a32
he A f11(P)C1Px+S1p/
Dr the f/2(P) PA

-a w2f11(p) -w1pz
(62) C - WIf(P)+ Wpz

C23 Wl fi Itp ) + W2Pz

w1 - a2C3 + a3

(63) w2 d4+ a2S3
C4S5= C-23(C1a_ + Sla ) -

S4S5= Sa,+ Cla

(64) S5= C4[C23(Cia_, + S1ay)

-6 ) +

6)

C4C6

-S35 S6 C3C4S5 + S3C
C3S5 6 3C4S5 - C3C5

S4 S5
0

C23 ( C4C5S-+ S4C6 ) + S23 S5 S6 C23C4S5 -i S23(
S23 ( C,4C5S6 + S4C6) - C23 55S6 S23C45 C234

-- S4C5 S6 + C-4C6 S4 S5
0

(80)

(81)

(82)

(83)

(84)

S23az

- S23az] + S4[ -SIa+ C1ay]

d4S3 + a3C3
-d4C3 + a3S3

d3
I

C5 d4S23 + a3C23 + a2C2
C5 -d4C23 +- a3S23 + a2S2

d3
I0

(85)

(86)

(87)

(88)

(89)

(65)

I (66)
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C5s S23(C1ax + Slav) + C23a,
S6- -C5{C4[C23(Clox+- Slo ) S230] + S4[ S1ox

+Cloi,} + SS{S23(ClOx S1oy) + C23nZ}

(90) preparing the drawings. Richard Gray and Gordon Mayer pro-
gramed the solutions.

(91)
C6 -S4[C23(C1o±S1oy) S230 + C4[-S1o°x+ CIo1]3. (92)
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